
Flexion signs distribution agreement with Huawei
LONDON, 28th of October, 2019 – Flexion Mobile Plc (Nasdaq: FLEXM), the Android games distribution company today
announced that it has signed a partnership agreement with Huawei, the second biggest mobile device manufacturer in the world.
This means that Flexion has strategic distribution agreements with the top three Android mobile device manufacturers in the
world. Huawei's AppGallery is building on its already hugely successful app store in China, and AppGallery is increasingly
important for the company across 170 countries with 390M MAUs globally. Flexion will play a critical role in supporting the service
with its growing portfolio of games from leading developers and in return Flexion will reach Huawei's users in some of the biggest
and most important markets in the world.

“Flexion is proud to support Huawei in its efforts to grow the app distribution market and AppGallery will benefit the games we
work with. With this partnership we continue to leverage our expanding distribution network and distribute mobile games in
multiple channels, says Flexion’s CEO Jens Lauritzson” 

“Huawei is committed to building its ecosystem and partnerships with developers and content partners around the world. This
exciting cooperation with industry leader Flexion enables Huawei to distribute some of the world’s leading games in AppGallery
and show the power and performance of Huawei’s latest generation smartphones”, says Huawei Mobile Services Vice
President Jervis Su.

For more information

Niklas Koresaar CFO, Email: ir@flexionmobile.com. Tel: +44 207 351 5944

About Flexion Mobile Plc: 

Flexion offers a distribution service for free-to-play Android games. Using the service developers can distribute their games in multiple channels like
Amazon, Samsung, Huawei, Xiaomi and leading regional distribution channels in India, South Korea and Japan. These are channels that the developers
are struggling to reach and support. At the core of Flexion's service is the patented enabling and enhancement software that converts developer’s existing
Android games into specific game versions for the new stores without any work required by the developers. Flexion Mobile Plc is listed on Nasdaq First
North Growth Market, Shortname: FLEXM. Certified Adviser is FNCA Sweden AB, +46(0)8-528 00 399, info@fnca.se.

 

About Huawei AppGallery: 

Huawei AppGallery is the official Android app store which has been preloaded to all Huawei and Honor devices. The Huawei AppGallery currently provides
users access to top Apps and has reached 180 billion downloads per year. To continue developing this platform, Huawei offers app developers ongoing
support to achieve mutual business success. The ecosystem also fully supports all billing capabilities to give developers different options to monetise their
apps, including In-App Purchases, Subscriptions or Ad-funded. The comprehensive marketing solutions allow partners to tell their story with their product
and Huawei AppGallery also provides developers with one-to-one onboarding support. Through AppGallery, HuaweiI will expand and deepen this ecosystem
further to broaden the possibilities for developers to integrate their services and products, to offer users an even better experience.


